Carter aims to freak out

BY ALEX BOLES
assistant feature writer

You can't pull talent out of a hat. Freak-out artist Chris Carter, who recently performed his political act before the Iowa Caucus, knows that he can be a professional entertainer in high schools and colleges, but he's an amateur magician who practiced toward reviving his career. "I was in the psychology school," he said. "I can't tell you which one."

Carter said he is in love of hypnol- 

...and very often I think. "Basically what it consists of is progressively cooler, more amazing and freakier stunts that deal with the way you think," Carter said.

Carter aims to freak out

Need for slogan prompts idea for new comedy column

During the break, two fellow Indexers (and some on you followed) literally exploded my way. I was consulting with the Health and Fitness section for the TankLife section (but the fact that I had actually reported) had requested. "It should be funny," they said. "But I can't have an opinion, or else it will be an editorial," I countered.

Carter said he does not want to ignore these confusingly controversial and very often I think. "Basically what it consists of is progressively cooler, more amazing and freakier stunts that deal with the way you think," Carter said.
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